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is Crucial for
Why
Engineering Education & for the Future of India?
The Realisation Experienced by 110 Engineering Students:
They were seventh-semester students from 14 engineering colleges representing seven branches Mechanical, Civil, IT, Electronics & Telecommunication, Instrumentation, Electrical, and
Polymer/Plastics Engineering.
As part of a project, the students had to generate a list of important products & processes from
their respective branches of engineering, and make a country-wise categorisation as in the table:
Branch of Engineering: ….......................................................................
No:

Name of the
Conceived in which
Product/Process
Country?

First Developed in
which Country?

Largest Producer
located in which
Country?

No.1 Brand is from
which Country?

1
2

The students found that out of 3682 products and processes, only three were conceived and developed
in India, and only two largest manufacturers in India. There are no Globally recognised No.1/No.2
brands in any of these products/processes from India.
Their finding corroborates with Wikipedia’s
“List of Inventors” - only FIVE out of 1100
inventors are from India. They are:
1. Sushruta (600 BC), Vedic India –
inventor of Plastic Surgery, Cataract
Surgery, Rhinoplasty
2. Fathullah Shirazi (c. 1582), Mughal
India – early volley gun
3. Muhammad Salih Tahtawi (fl.1659–
1660), Mughal India – seamless globe &
celestial globe
4. Jagdish Chandra Bose (1858–1937),
British India – Crescograph
5. Praveen Kumar Gorakavi (born 1989),
India – low-cost Braille Typewriter

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_inventors

Creation of Innovative Products & Processes
is the Ultimate Skill in Science & Engineering.
It’s the Backbone of Economic & Political Power of the Country.

TIME published a list of top 100 inventions of 2020. (https://time.com/collection/best-inventions-2020/).
There are no Indian products in it. Shouldn’t we introspect? We are 20% of the world’s population. Logically,
we must conceive & develop at least 20% of world’s products to claim "average" in engineering abilities.
Students’ other inferences include: We Indians are proud of being an IT superpower, but we have not
conceived /developed an operating system, a computer language, a world-leading software or an Android
/iOS app. Forget processors, we haven’t designed even a popular keyboard, mouse, printer, or pen drive.
Almost every Indian has a mobile phone, but the contribution of Indians in its creation is almost nil. Same
with cars & bikes, appliances, or consumer electronics. “Low-cost service provider/component supplier”
is not a respectable or sustainable status for a mighty country like ours - we must invent & create.
At present, our major imports are finished engineering products; major exports are natural raw materials. In
both ways, we expose our engineering shortcomings, lose out in skilful/sustainable job-creation & invite a
huge trade deficit. That forces our rupee to slide & make everything expensive. In effect, our unemployed
engineers are paying the salaries of well-employed engineers in other countries. We MUST stop it.

deserves Better. And,

through NEP 2020 is the solution.

With NEP-2020, How Can We Erase Lord Macaulay’s
Aftereffects from Our Engineering Education System?
Macaulay never wanted Indians to use their brains. He intended to “form a class who may be interpreters
between us & the millions we govern.” British education policy did the same. It pushed us to the lowest layer
of Bloom’s Taxonomy. Slowly, those “slave-forming” concepts crept into our engineering education as well.

TWELVE Macaulay-Aftereffects that Slow Down
1. We don’t Have a Do-it-Yourself (DIY) Culture. Children in foreign countries regularly join their
parents to repair the car, fix appliances, furniture at home. They ingrain engineering ideas well
before they join an engineering course & easily associate theory with practical things. Macaulayaftereffects deprive us this benefit, & we don’t make meaning from our theory-intense syllabus.
2. The Concept of Efficiency & Waste Reduction is Alien to Us. Engineering innovations are all
about increasing efficiency, reducing wastage, & improving convenience. Students abroad hold
these axioms in their DNA, and look for ways and means to identify opportunities to apply them.
3. We Fail to Appreciate Our Own New Ideas. Developed countries visibly applaud new ideas for
their own merits. They create an ecosystem where even students think they too can develop ideas.
Most of us are reluctant to look into a new idea on merit - especially if its origination is in India.
4. We Usually Ignore “Qualitative Analysis”. Most of the competing products in the market are
commoditized and meet the same “tangible” technical specs. But the real success of products and
services are in their “intangibles” values. We don’t even think of the ways to build “intangibles.”
5. We don’t Create and Follow Systems, Processes & Procedures. In developed countries, they are
of paramount importance. But, we visibly take pride in “Jugaad” - or workaround. Jugaad is a
concept against principles of engineering, as there is no process to ensure consistent outcomes.
6. We Consider “Remembering” as “Knowledge”. Even though the ancient Indian educational
system never considered rote-learning as knowledge, the British system of creating clerks made us
believe in that way. We put all efforts into remembering more - thinking, that is THE “Knowledge."
7. We Don’t Speak or Ask. We Stick to the Dumb Read-Write System. We are stuck with “reading”
& “writing” - deadly passive activities instead of “listening & speaking”, most active homo sapien
actions. Other countries use oral exams to elicit critical thinking - not to parrot known definitions.
8. We Believe All Innovations are Purely Technical. We don’t show any interest beyond definitions,
derivations, equations and solved problems. We think everything else is “blah-blah”. We miss the
essence - its logic, origination, evolution, processes, why it exists, its applications, its economics, its
potential - in reality, these are the important seeds for further innovations & new applications.
9. We Shun Cross-Functional Knowledge. We contain ourselves to water-tight compartments of our
domains. However, the modern world is ruled by cross-functional product/project specialists who
focus on inventing targeted solutions. No worthwhile product/solution comes from single domain.
10. We Believe Entrepreneurship is only for the Unemployed. In reality, entrepreneurship is the
ultimate expression of one’s all-round knowledge. With our day-to-day conduct, we glorify salaried
job, vilify entrepreneurship & force even those with high start-up potential to no-growth jobs.
11. We Think “Language” is ONLY for BA Students. “Engineering-wisdom” can be acquired only by
ingraining the essence of key subjects. It needs a good command of language because we need to
comprehend experts, reference books, research papers, technical videos, forums, blogs, etc.
12. We Think Every Student is Destined to be a Researcher: This makes almost every student
unemployable because students miss the “active” professional skills that industry seeks. In fact,
only 0.3% of jobs are in research. Other countries’ successes in research are due to their passion for
the subject, and the real life compulsions thrown by their jobs, careers, professions & patriotism.

ITI i-Max Addresses All of the Above Concerns for Engineering Education

ITI i-Max: India to the Max!
What?

● “ITI i-Max Supplementary-Finishing School Platform” is specially created for Indian
engineering students. It results from 8-year research & development project by 158
professional engineers, cognitive psychologists, curriculum theorists, instructional
researchers, & testing and assessment specialists from four continents. (See Page:35)
● As a Supplementary program, ITI i-Max helps students realize that engineering is a worthy
area to commit one’s life & support their unique needs from the first year onwards.
● As a Finishing school program, ITI i-Max helps students build competence to face the world
with cutting-edge tools that help them make the best use of their education for the future.
● Due to their unique backgrounds, most Indian engineering college students need various
extra supports to build the crucial dispositions needed to become competent engineers.

Why?

● It is not feasible for institutions to identify such needs/provide such supports as and when it
is needed due to organisational, personal, technological, & location-related constraints.
● The current WhatsApp/Instagram generation of students need the excitement of
interactivity & amusement of content as a prerequisite to engage & learn anything.
● Physically, the ITI i-Max set-up might look like a language lab. ITI i-Max can be established
anywhere on the campus. Usually, institutions set-up 40 to 60 seater ITI i-Max.

Where?

● ITI i-Max is a proprietary software platform for LAN or stand-alone Windows* computers.
● Each student can have his/her account for the entire duration of his/her course.

Who?

● ITI i-Max is for engineering students: from the first year to the final
year. Also useful for the master's degree.
● ITI i-Max follows the AICTE curriculum/Syllabus of various
University/Autonomous institutions while developing learnability &
employability skills.

ITI i-Max: For 24 Branches of Engineering & Technology
1. Mechanical Engineering
2. Production Engineering
3. Instrumentation & Control Engineering
4. Electrical & Electronics Engineering
5. Chemical Engineering
6. Electronics & Telecommunication Engineering
7. Environmental Engineering
8. Automobile Engineering
9. Civil Engineering
10. Information Technology
11. Plastics Engineering
12. Mining Engineering

13. Architecture
14. Electrical Engineering
15. Computer Engineering
16. Petroleum Engineering
17. Polymer Technology
18. Textile Technology
19. Industrial Engineering
20. Fashion Technology
21. Electronics Engineering
22. Petrochemical Engineering
23. Textile Production Engineering
24. Metallurgy & Material Science

● System configuration: i5 or above. Windows 8.1 or above. Minimum 8 GB RAM. Minimum 2GB Graphics Card.
Minimum 1 USB 3.0 Port. Webcam with Mic. (Due to technology limitations, there are no online versions.)
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Indian Students Come from
Unique Backgrounds.
The Challenges they Face
are Distinctively Different.
Therefore, We Need
India-Specific Approaches &
Tools to Ensure
Page 8 - Page 17

To meet the objectives of NEP 2020, "Outcome-based Education" & the Washington Accord,
Indian students need to do a lot of catching-up - that calls for out-of-the-box thinking.

NEP 2020: A Few Examples of India-Specific Skill-Aquisition Modules
1. World's first & only AI-based professional interview & viva-voce simulator for 24
branches of Engineering & Technology - as per curriculum
2. World's first & only blended learning system for engineering comprehension & concept
generation: "Smart English through Technology & Science"
3. World's first & only critical thinking & extempore
speaking simulator & trainer
4. World's largest repository of engineering interview
questions in video format - over 200,000
5. World’s first professional-engineering competency
tests based on various levels of Bloom's Taxonomy
6. World's first & only professional interview trainer &
industry wisdom builder for employability
7. World's first & only Interactive module to teach
students to "Ask relevant questions"
8. World's first & only customisable test to advise students what to do with their branch of
engineering taking account of their unique personality
9. World’s first & only customisable module to convince & inspire students about the
value and future potential of their branch of engineering
10. World's first & only interactive learning module that links wonders of human body
with various branches/theories of engineering
11. World's first & only learning module that explains the key commercial products of
each branch of engineering & linking them to theories they learn
12. World’s first & only repository of “classic book summaries” especially crafted for
Indian engineering students of various branches.
ITI i-Max: India to the Max! Page: 07

1.

During Admission & the First Year Of Engineering

Students’ experiences during their first year of
engineering have a make-or-break impact on their life sometimes, its effects last decades!
Major Challenges Despite the Best Efforts of the Faculties:
1. 87% of students lack the conceptual knowledge needed to
imbibe the essence of engineering. 85% of them are not sure
whether they will be able to acquire such knowledge.
2. 92% of students experience severe comprehension related
problems. Reading speed is just 1 page per hour for standard
textbooks. Can’t follow the complex text or videos. They are scared
of the typography of reference books. Even the best students learn
from the old notes of senior students or locally published guides.
3. 82% of students knew about their branch only when the selection
list was published. 96% of them have no clear idea about the
potential of their branch, and they succumb to rumours.
4. 94% of students lack the ability to gather relevant information
from multiple learning sources and synthesis them in support of an
idea, project, or assignment.
5. 82% of students can’t handle bullying and cannot cope up with
their studies - and don’t seek support. 97% of students do not have
any hobbies or regularly participate in extra-curricular activities.
6. 93% of students don’t possess a consistent learning style. They
are not aware of learning methods suiting their personality. They
imitate their friends, and frequent failures lead to frustrations.
7. 96% of students do not know about the content/ the
constitution of their engineering program. They do not know how
they will spend the next four years.
8. 96% of students get the advice that an engineering degree is
not enough. They are made to think that an M.Tech is a must.
They ignore all college activities that are not linked directly to GATE.
9. 92% of students don’t know the job roles of a professional
engineer. They have no idea what makes an excellent engineer and
(obviously) don’t know how to become one. Interestingly, many
students are misguided by local (unprofessional) industry experts
invited by certain institutions.
10. 94% of students do not know what they can become in their
life with their branch of engineering and how to make the best use
of their genuine interests and personality in engineering.
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Students’ Crucial Needs & ITI i-Max Solutions:
Irrespective of the student’s background, the following
interactive modules address the key challenges they face and
inspire them to integrate into the engineering fraternity.
Students’ Crucial Needs Derived from the
List of Challenges (Page:8)

Name of the Corresponding
Proprietary Module in ITI i-Max

A

Students must become confident about the
potential of their branch of engineering.
They must feel pride in associating with it.

"Why your branch of engineering is
Inspiring, Futuristic & Rewarding?" (For all
branches of engineering)

B

Each student should know the funny, easy &
most efficient ways to learn his/her branch
of engineering.

"How to learn your branch of engineering
efficiently?" (For all branches of engineering)

C

Each student must find a convincing method
to build engineering concepts & to improve
learning & comprehension.

"Smart English through Technology &
Science" (Interactive-blended learning)

D

Each student should find the applications of
engineering concepts that are natural so
that they trust, relate with them & learn.

“Learning Classic Engineering Concepts
from Human body” (Interactive-blended
learning)

E

Each student should realize the applications
of engineering theories in and around them
- like items/appliances they use.

“Linking Engineering Theories to the
Things Around you.”

F

Each student must know what is expected of
him/her after completion of the course. By
doing what they can become excellent?

“What Makes an Excellent Engineer?”
“Engineering Habits of Mind”

G

Each student must know that asking
question is really cool. They must identify
conflicts to formulate/ask questions.

“Building Disposition for Asking
Questions”

H

Each student should receive personalized
advice on how to fine-tune their learning
style for better efficiency & effectiveness.

“Identify and Apply Your Personal
Learning Style for Engineering”

I

Each student should know how to take their
own notes in a manner that is easy to
retrieve, revise, & utilize for exams.

“Cornell Note Taking System”

J

Each student should know that if they see a
particular effect, they must look for the
cause - a sure-fire way for problem-solving.

“Causes & Effects of Engineering”

K

Each student should know what bullying is,
how to identify it, and handle it. Also, how
not to get affected by it.

“How to Manage Bullying and Focus on
Smart Learning?”

L

Each student should get extra exposure to
the world around him/her - to find new
applications for the engineering theories.

“Personal Bookshelf: Simplified
Summaries of Influential Professional
Books” (Over 100 book summaries)

For brief descriptions of some of the key modules, visit page:24. For a complete list, visit the website.
Due to Kaizen & continuous improvements, the learning modules in the actual platform may vary - in form & function.

2.

The Mid-Course: Second & Third Year of Engineering
The way students make meaning out of the core subjects
in these four mid-semesters determines their feeling of
self-worth & future as competent engineers.
Major Challenges Despite the Best Efforts of the Faculties:
1. By the sixth semester, 88% of students say they are confused,
frustrated, and apprehensive about their future. They are not
able to connect the dots- they don't get a grip of subjects, the
purposes of the subjects, the connection between the subjects, and
how to build a future with these subjects.
2. Even after the sixth semester, 97% of students can’t point out
even one subject as "very interesting" so that they can fully
commit themselves to it - for higher studies or for employment.
3. 92% of students say they cannot identify a topic for project
work on their own. Many don’t have confidence in successfully
bringing a project to its logical conclusion and to analyse what went
right and what went wrong.
4. 96% of students say they are wasting their golden years as
they do all the “learning”superficially or mechanically without
engaging, connecting, or immersing themselves in the curriculum.
5. 92% of students say they don't notice or experience any
“engineering” in whatever that is said in the class. Friends and
relatives tease them as they can’t answer questions about technical
matters in and around the home.
6. 99% of students confess they don’t have the ability to notice
real-life problems that could be solved through their engineering
branch. They can’t link theories to real life problems on their own.
7. 94% of students ask why they study core engineering subjects
because the jobs people talk about only need coding, school level
mathematics, and little commonsense.
8. 92% of students say even a score of 90% in the semester
examinations doesn’t give them the confidence that they will be
able to work as professional engineers.
9. 88% of students say they get more sleepless nights as the course
progresses - thinking about how to face parents and society after
engineering graduation or M.Tech.
10. 92% of students say everyone asks them to prepare for GATE.
Nobody answers the question of what miracle happens during
M.Tech. Teachers speak only about doing research. But, only 0.3%
of the jobs are in research.

ITI i-Max: India to the Max! Page: 10

Students’ Crucial Needs & ITI i-Max Solutions:
With the following interactive modules, students find their theory
subjects more meaningful. They learn to associate the engineering
principles with the practicalities of society & for their own benefit.
Students’ Crucial Needs Derived from the
List of Challenges (Page:10)

Name of the Corresponding
Proprietary Module ITI i-Max

A

Students must know that engineering is fun
when it is seen from a critical & creative
angle. Employers too love that approach.

"Critical & Creative Thinking for Your
Branch of Engineering"

B

Students must realise that “accountable
speaking” is the smartest way of learning,
building personality & proving one’s worth.

“Viva-Voce Simulator for All Subjects
in Your Branch of Engineering”

C

Students must realize that engineering is
an ocean of opportunities. There are plenty
of good choices if they closely look at them.

"Customisable Career-builder Based on
personality & branch of engineering"

D

Engineering is commonsense. Each student
should learn to link engineering subjects,
theories & commonsense - for their benefit.

"Basic Natural Principles & Their Link
to Engineering Subjects?"

E

Most students blindly believe the feed on
social networking apps. It’s crucial to get
rid of the wrong ideas about engineering.

“Misconceptions about Engineering,
that every student must know”

F

Each student should know that it is their
duty to link the knowledge to the outside
world's problems for solving them.

“How to look for/notice problems, and
evaluate the problems?”

G

Each student must know that the world
wants innovative products & solutions, not
just talks & paper presentations.

“Product & Solutions Approach in
Engineering”

H

Each student should know that Maths is
useful only if we learn how to associate it
with real-life engineering issues.

“Making Sense of Mathematics &
Mathematical Modelling”

I

Each student should realize that their
smartness is judged by the questions they
ask & critical thinking is the basis.

“Critical Thinking for Asking
Questions.”

J

Students should know that they can become
good leaders if they blend technical
expertise & their personal effectiveness.

“Engineering Leadership & Engineering
Ethics”

K

Students must know about situations where
they will have to make decisions with no
clear data/or with conflicting data.

“Engineering Judgment”

L

Each student should get extra exposure to
the world around him/her - to find new
applications for the engineering theories.

“Personal Bookshelf: Simplified
Summaries of Influential Professional
Books” (Over 100 book summaries)

For brief descriptions of some of the key modules, visit page:24. For a complete list, visit the website.
Due to Kaizen & continuous improvements, the learning modules in the actual platform may vary - in form & function.

3.

Final Year of Engineering, Employability & Higher Education

The confidence that students develop about their
engineering programme’s true value is central to their
commitment to higher education and employment.
Major Challenges Despite the Best Efforts of the Faculties:
1. 98% of students in the seventh semester feel emptiness as they can’t
synthesise the subjects studied so far. 64% of students skip interviews
/online tests arranged by TPOs. 94% of students confess they
literally scare away new aspirants from joining engineering.
2. 86% of industry managers say they excuse themselves from
mentoring engineering interns because they have to start from
scratch on key topics like engineering concepts, a sense of cost and
efficiency, and customer orientation - basics of any professional work.
3. 92% of parents say, their children were smarter before going to
engineering college. They believe they entrusted the college with
their children, but the college didn't reciprocate that trust. They feel
cheated.
4. Almost all youth counsellors say, there is a reduction in executive
functions of students - the result of four years of static sitting & staring at
the board in a no-interaction classroom with wandering minds.
5. 97% of the students conclude that B.Tech was a necessary evil &
want to try their luck with an M.Tech. 74% of the students mentally
resign themselves to a two-year stint at a GATE coaching centre, and
they get detached from all normal college activities.
6. During the final year, 22% of students denounce engineering.
Institutions are not able to build passion or to make students recognise
the value of their branch of engineering. They try to save face / find
solace in preparation for MBA, or civil service examinations.
7. 97% of the students do not understand the logic, functioning &
compulsions of industry, society or business in general. Many think
“profit” is a sin, “management” theories are just blah-blah, and latest
technologies "should" be available. 92% of employers say, too technical
binary thinking ingrained is too hard to modify.
8. Even after the eighth semester, 99% of students don’t possess
the aptitude to look for, identify, and solve engineering problems
from their branch of engineering. Shockingly, they don’t feel the need.
9. 100% of interviewers say it is difficult to find a student who
logically answers his/her own ideas in his/her own words.
10. 81% of students who plan higher education don’t show any
interest in any subject - no passion and no goal. For them, any course
is acceptable because their true objective is to extend student life.
ITI i-Max: India to the Max! Page: 12

Students’ Crucial Needs & ITI i-Max Solutions:
The following modules inspire the transformation of the engineering
student to a competent & employable engineer who proudly takes up
the challenges - offered to them & noticed by them.
Students’ Crucial Needs Derived from the
List of Challenges (Page:12)

Name of the Corresponding
Proprietary Module ITI i-Max

A

Students must know that frequent attempts
of mini technical competency-tests help to
remain aware, competent & confident.

“GATE Level Competency Tests” (for All
Branches of Engineering)

B

Students must face the real-life challenges
that cross-link various technical & HR
subjects as in a job interview.

“AI-based Professional Interview
Simulator” (for All Branches of Engineering.)

C

Students must acquire “industry wisdom”
to formulate smart responses to interview
questions & for professional success.

“Professional Interview Trainer &
Guide’s Advice for Industry Wisdom.”

D

Students must develop the smartness to
analyse questions as they hear them to
realise the hidden meanings & get insights.

“Professional Interviews: Questions &
Insights.”

E

Students must realise the need to remain
relevant & valuable. They must strive to
become life-long learners and achievers.

“The Importance of Life-long Learning
& Remaining Relevant for Engineers.”

F

Extempore accountable speaking is a foolproof method to develop critical thinking.
They need infinite practice opportunities.

“Critical Thinking - Extempore
Speaking Simulator & Trainer.” (Over
300 speaking situations.)

G

The ability to solve problems in an effective
& timely manner in their domain will make
students feel valued, & build confidence.

“Trouble-Shooting Aptitude & Problem
Solving Aptitude.”

H

By applying concepts of engineering to new
situations, students can become excellent
analytical / complex problem solvers.

“Diagramtic Thinking & Decision
Making.”

I

Students must realise that they can become
an expert in their profession & can be the
go-to person for many people/companies.

“How to Build Expertise in your branch
of engineering?”

J

Students must learn to support their
conclusions with structured reasons &
make informed/valid inferences.

“Verbal Reasoning, Logical Reasoning,
Numerical Reasoning.”

K

Students must know about the dispositional
correlates of a successful engineering
career & what to do to achieve them.

“Mental Agility to be Successful in your
branch of Engineering.”

L

Each student should get extra exposure to
the world around him/her - to find new
applications for the engineering theories.

“Personal Bookshelf: Simplified
Summaries of Influential Professional
Books.” (Over 100 book summaries)

For brief descriptions of some of the key modules, visit page:24. For a complete list, visit the website.
Due to Kaizen & continuous improvements, the learning modules in the actual platform may vary - in form & function.

4.

Start-up Formation & the Readiness For Entrepreneurship
Our engineering students are not getting original ideas
like students of other countries. Why is it so? Why can’t
(don’t) they notice India-specific problems to solve?

Major Challenges Despite the Best Efforts of the Faculties:
1. The start-up ideas of 94% of enthusiasts are limited to sourcing
products from Alibaba.com and directly selling it on Amazon.in
/ Flipkart. The need for value addition is not felt. 2% of them plan
to start their own e-commerce site by buying a readymade app.
2. 3% of start-up enthusiasts say they spent many months scouting
for a start-up idea. Still, no prospective idea goes beyond being a
reseller, aggregator of some data, or deliverer of some item.
3. About 0.3% of the start-up enthusiasts consider sourcing parts
from China and assembling products based on an idea that worked
abroad based on a design they found on the Internet. However,
most of them fail to answer questions like "What is your
uniqueness?" or "Why should a customer buy it from you?".
4. Only 0.1% of start-up enthusiasts think of solving a problem that
is specific to India. However, most problems they think of
solving are not seen by the Indian society as a problem.
5. 96% of start-up enthusiasts say they never came-across any
useful topic worth starting-up in any subject of engineering.
98% say they don’t have exposure to societal problems so they can’t
link engineering principles to problems.
6. 99% of students say, if they have to choose between a low paying
job and starting a company, they will opt the salaried job. They
may wind-up the company if and when they get a job.
7. 94% of students' thought-process about a start-up is only up
to the stage of funding. Others think of selling it at the earliest.
There is no concrete, sustainable wish to grow with the company.
8. 98% of students don’t have the courage and conviction to
convince their parents about starting a company instead of
trying for a job - they shiver thinking of presenting the idea.
9. 100% of students fail to visualise their start-up as a business
that is bound to face competition in the market. All they can
think is the technical side of it, and fail to specifically analyse how
the end-user is going to benefit from their start-up.
10. 100% of students think that “unicons” by IITians are only in
newspapers. On the ground, the system spreads thousands of
cautionary tales about start-ups, and shuts-up most aspirants.
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Students’ Crucial Needs & ITI i-Max Solutions:
It is imperative to produce maximum number of start-ups out of
whoever has the potential. These interactive modules help students
see their potential, draw confidence, develop ideas & start-up.
Students’ Crucial Needs Derived from the
List of Challenges (Page:14)

Name of the Corresponding
Proprietary Module ITI i-Max

A

Each student must know that problem finding
is crucial for innovation. They must learn to
blend domain knowledge with creativity.

“Getting Ideas. Problem Finding &
Evaluating”

B

Morale & confidence are inseparable & hard
to build. Confidence for starting-up must be
gradually built along with student activities.

“Self-Confidence for Starting-Up”

C

Disposition is the readiness/willingness on
the part of students to employ their skills
with confidence and persistence.

“Building the Disposition for Innovation
& Start-Up”

D

Students need to know about Lean Start-up
because it is a cheap, quick, and less risky
strategy to take their idea to market.

“Lean Start-up & Appropriate
Technology”

E

Students must learn reverse engineering as a
smart idea where an existing product is
deeply analysed to create a new product.

“Reverse Engineering for Product
Development.”

F

Students need to know that starting is an art
- Raising money, hiring right people, defining
the positioning, creating a brand etc.

“The Art of the Start”

G

Students must know that innovation occurs
in many paths: Product, Business model,
Customer experience, Technical, & Services.

“All inventions are NOT Technical”

H

Students must know about tools that help
problem-solving, analysis & forecasting etc
based on the history of inventions.

TRIZ - Theory of Inventive Problem
Solving.

I

Students must learn to take calculated risks overcome obstacles, understand why they
made a mistake, & take corrective actions.

“Taking Risks. Learning from Mistakes”

J

Students must know about constraints: time
for completion, limited budgets, the supply of
materials, ease of construction, people etc.

“Design under Constraints”

K

Students must learn from the courage our
ancestors displayed to dare the unknown,
how they anticipated the needs of the future.

“Innovation Lessons from Our Ancestors”

L

Each student should get extra exposure to the
world around him/her - to find new
applications for the engineering theories.

“Personal Bookshelf: Simplified
Summaries of Influential Professional
Books.” (Over 100 book summaries)

For brief descriptions of some of the key modules, visit page:24. For a complete list, visit the website.
Due to Kaizen & continuous improvements, the learning modules in the actual platform may vary - in form & function.

5.

Becoming Societal Role-Models & Responsible Citizens

Each year, engineering education can inject two million role
models and responsible citizens into our society so that they
can inspire other youth & shape opinions for a bright future.
Major Challenges Despite the Best Efforts of the Faculties:
1. 48% of parents say people laugh at them or express deep sympathy
when they say that their son/daughter study for engineering. (In other
countries, society respects parents for contributing to nation-building.)
2. 18% of parents say they were forced to sell their only homes, spent
life savings including PF/gratuity/gold ornaments, cancel marriages,
postpone treatments because they had to buckle down under pressure by
an engineering graduate son/daughter demanding higher studies abroad.
80% of parents think it is a “virtual east India company”.
3. 78% of parents who had to send their children for higher education
abroad say the student had no interest in the selected subject & had
no plan for a future with that subject. The reason for the foreigneducation was the lack of self-worthiness due to engineering graduation.
4. Foreign nationals visiting India express surprise at the way Indians
belittle/look down at Indian engineering products, & appreciate foreign
brands. India’s inability to conceive & produce quality products that
we crave for has been breaking the hearts of patriotic Indians.
5. 100% of industrialists say the value of Indian rupee (INR) would have
been about 25% higher had Indian engineers developed better skills.
They say, about 46% of India’s imports are finished engineering goods.
About 52% of Indian exports are raw-materials, low-skill services or lowvalue-added products. They need a weak Rupee to find buyers abroad.
6. About 400 Indian engineers who participated in this study from UAE &
Saudi Arabia said that they had not seen an American engineer, or a
German engineer, or a Japanese engineer, or a Malaysian engineer
work in their countries as a store-keeper, a car driver, or a plumber, or
a delivery boy like Indian engineering graduates do.
7. 72% of parents say unemployed goal-less engineering graduates
have become a serious household terror. Their high-pitch responses
create high anxiety at homes, & spoils the peaceful homely atmosphere.
8. The story of civilisation is the story of engineering - that long and
arduous struggle to make the forces of nature work for man’s good.
However, 92% of people say they don’t see Indian engineering
graduates contributing to India’s civilisation. 36% of participants feel
engineering is the main reason China economically invading India.
9. 78% of parents have a request: they want their 22-year old engineering
fresher son/daughter to return as a 22-year old “human being of value”.
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Students’ Crucial Needs & ITI i-Max Solutions:
Smart societies produce role-models. They in turn inspire
millions. These modules do the same. Engineers have excellent
potential to inspire others as they are integral to everyday life.
Students’ Crucial Needs Derived from the
List of Challenges (Page:16)

Name of the Corresponding
Proprietary Module ITI i-Max

A

Students must realise what is expected by
their family, society and the country from a person of their age.

“The Things a Twenty-one year old
Person is Expected to Do.”

B

Students must know what they are
supposed to know and expected to perform
as a graduate engineer.

“What are the Things a Graduate
Engineer is Expected to Do?”

C

Students must realise that performance of
any system can be ensured only if ‘social’ &
‘technical’ aspects are brought together.

“Graduate Attributes: Acquiring SocioTechnical Abilities.”

D

Students must know what ‘graduateness’
means in a new, complex world marked by
contestability, changeability & uncertainty.

“Graduate Attributes: The Key Competencies in the Age of Uncertainty”

E

Students must know the selection &
application of appropriate tools & design
new ones through workplace learning.

“Graduate Attributes: Optimal Usage of
Modern Tools & Workplace Learning”

F

Student must build ability for engagement
with world, inquisitiveness, and qualities
like courage, resilience & quietness.

“Graduate Attributes: Teamwork & the
Efficacy as an Engineer”

G

Students must know how engineers create
value by increasing efficiencies, reducing
materials, energy, time & human effort.

“Graduate Attributes: Value Creation &
Understanding of Finance.”

H

Students must know the skills, dispositions
& attitudes that they will need to thrive in
their future lives of work & play.

“Twenty-first Century Skills.”

I

Engineering students must know how to
interact responsibly with the environment
& objects to ensure sustainability.

“Environment & Sustainability.”

J

A consolidation of code of conduct for
success for every engineering graduate that
is easy to learn, easy to practice & grow.

“101 Success Tips for New Engineering
Graduates.”

K

Students must know that success demands
focus & insane concentration on a skill,
problem, or a project beyond the ordinary.

“Purposeful Practice of One’s
Profession.”

L

Students must know that when they value
themselves & have good self-esteem, they
feel secure, worthwhile, become competent.

“High Self-Esteem for Engineers.”

For brief descriptions of some of the key modules, visit page:24. For a complete list, visit the website.
Due to Kaizen & continuous improvements, the learning modules in the actual platform may vary - in form & function.

Learning theories & Technologies Deployed:
Malcolm Baldrige Criteria for Educational Excellence, Three Domains of Bloom’s Taxonomy, Vygotsky’s Social Cognitive Constructivism, Critical Thinking, William G. Perry's Cognitive Development, Expectancy Theory, Content-based Instruction for SLA, Feedback Theory, Inquiry-based
Learning, Accountable Talk, Problem-based Learning, Rene Descartes’ Learning Theories, Gestalt Theory of Learning, Simulation-based Learning, Flow (Csikszentmihalyi), AI-based Customisation, Situated Cognition etc.,
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Appendix: 1
How does
Bloom’s Taxonomy
Link to the Success of

What Was the Main Secret Behind the Success of Ancient Indian Educational System?
Ancient India had been the Global centre of learning. According to the 7th century traveller
Hiuen Tsang, students from all over the world fought for admission in Indian Universities.
We were pioneers in various fields - science, arts and philosophy. We were experts in mathematics,
and our medical system was so advanced that we performed surgeries, we had idea about flying
machines, we discovered planets, we calculated distance of sun to earth thousands of years ago…
How it was possible to acquire such pioneering knowledge? Research reveals that our ancient
education system was the prime reason.

There are disputes among scholars about the objectives of the ancient Indian education
system. But there are NO disputes on the methodologies used for knowledge-delivery.
● Delivery of domain knowledge was largely oral. Discussions and public debates
occupied the major portion of the learning process.
● Along with the domain knowledge, every student was exposed to a few of the 64 kalas.
● Inductive method (first tell examples, then identify the rules) was followed. Domain
knowledge was directly linked to various aspects of life & practical applications.

In short, the key secret of Ancient Indian Education System was its content & the
delivery methodology:

Ancient Indian
Education Process

= Domain Knowledge + Cognitive Knowledge

What Is the Secret Behind the Success of Globally Acclaimed Technology Products?
No wonder the same is the secret behind the success of Globally acclaimed technology
products & branded value-added services!

Apple iPhone/iPad: Computer Engineering + Cognitive Knowledge
Tesla Car: Electrical Engineering + Cognitive Knowledge
GPS: Telecommunication Engineering + Cognitive Knowledge
FB/WhatsApp/Instagram: Information Technology + Cognitive Knowledge
FitBit SmartWatch: Instrumentation Engineering + Cognitive Knowledge
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Where do We Stand, and Where Should We Reach?
- The Root-Cause Analysis for
India’s ability to conceive & design
India’s own products, processes and
high-value branded services in various
engineering disciplines wholly depends
on one and only thing:
The ability of Indian engineers to handle
higher levels of cognitive complexity in
respective engineering disciplines - from
“understanding level” to “creation level”
of Bloom’s Taxonomy.

Products

Processes
High Value
Branded
Services

Create a Functional Whole - New Product OR Point of View:
Assemble, generate, construct, design, develop, formulate,
rearrange, rewrite, organise, devise
Make Judgments & Justify Decisions:

Cognitive Complexity

Appraise, argue, defend, judge, select, support, evaluate,
measure, select, test, verify
Distinguish & Relate Parts - its Structure & Purpose:
Compare, contrast, criticise, differentiate, discriminate,
classify, distinguish, experiment
Use the Understanding in a New Way:
Demonstrate, dramatize, interpret, solve, use,
illustrate, convert, discover, discuss, prepare
Construct Meaning from Oral, Written & Graphic Messages:
interpret, exemplify, summarise, infer, compare,
explain, paraphrase, discuss
Recognise & Recall Relevant Data:
Define, duplicate, list, memorise, repeat, reproduce
recognise, state, recite, label
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The pictorial representation below shows the current reality (where do we stand now),
and the pre-requisites (the levels we should we reach) to attain the objectives of
Atmanirbhar Bharat.)
A. Current reality: What is the percentage of our engineering students at various cognitive levels?
B. Future Pre-requisites: What is the percentage of students at various cognitive levels to meet the
objectives of Atmanirbhar Bharat?

A.
Current Reality

B.
Future Pre-Requisites
to Meet the Objectives of
Atmanirbhar Bharat

(% of students)

(% of students)

Create

Evaluate

0.3%
0.3%

Innovators
Innovators
&
& Promoters
Promoters
ofofStart-Ups
Start-Ups

Analyse

Apply

Understand

Remember

Minimum
Minimum
6%

6%

Hurdle-2
0.6%
3.2%

96%
96%

Excellent
Excellent
Engineers
Engineers

Minimum
Minimum

Average
Average
Engineers
Engineers

Minimum
Minimum

Confused
Graduates

16%

16%

Hurdle-1

23%

23%

Should be
Maximum
Less than
55%
55%

Based on NEP 2020, How to Transform Engineering
Students to Higher Levels of Bloom’s Taxonomy?
Considering the unique backgrounds of Indian engineering students, the single-dimensional
cognitive complexity levels of Bloom’s Taxonomy is not enough to provide accurate information for
instructional design.
Along with the cognitive process (or, the cognitive processes to be used in acquiring knowledge), it is
necessary to know the kind of knowledge students are learning currently, and the kind of knowledge the
students should possess to meet the objectives of Atmanirbhar Bharat.

The Kind of Knowledge We Possess

The figure above explains the Revised Bloom’s Taxonomy incorporating the knowledge dimension
incorporating the kind of knowledge - Factual, Conceptual, Procedural, Metacognitive.
The figure on the right page shows the current reality based on the detailed survey among students,
teachers, parents and practising engineering managers from various industries.
The tables on the right side indicate the crucial shortcomings faced by Indian engineering students
and steps to be taken to engage and inspire them to the higher levels of knowledge - crossing the
Hurdle-1 and Hurdle-2 as on Page 20.
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XX%

Zzzzzzzz
zzzzzzzzz

YY%
Needed

Current

6%

Hurdle: 2

16%

23%
Hurdle: 1

55%
Crossing the Hurdle-1 (Maroon to Yellow)

Crossing the Hurdle-2 (green to red)

How to Build Engineering Skills &
Transform Confused Graduates to
Average / Excellent Engineers?

How to Build Engineering Skills &
Transform Excellent Engineers to
Innovators/Start-Up Founders?

To acquire the domain knowledge to

To acquire the domain knowledge to

become an above-average/excellent engineer,

become an engineer capable of innovations

(ie, to perform Bloom’s verbs in Bold on Page

and promoting a start-up, (ie, to perform

20), a student MUST possess:

Bloom’s verbs in Bold & Underline on Page

1. higher levels of language skills, &

20), a student MUST possess:

2. moderate critical thinking skills.

1. excellent language skills,
2. excellent critical thinking skills &
3. extra reading/world exposure.

ITI i-Max Modules are Designed to Meet All the Above Skill Requirements

Appendix: 2
India-Specific Tools
that Blend Engineering
& Cognitive Knowledge

ITI i-Max combines the key learning factors needed to climb up on Bloom’s Taxonomy (Page 23)
Steps to build higher-levels
of engineering skills

Modules that blend Engineering Knowledge, Language Skills,
Critical Thinking skills, & World Exposure
A Few Sample Modules

1

Create interest & pride in
engineering

1. Why your branch of engineering is Inspiring, Futuristic & Rewarding?
2. The careers you can build with your branch of engineering.

2

Enhance learnability & critical
thinking

1. Smart English through Technology & Science
2. Critical & Creative Thinking for Your Branch of Engineering.

3

Build engineering concepts &
habits of mind

1. Learning engineering principles from human body.
2. Engineering habits of mind.

4

Build engineering
product/project focus

1. Inventive problem solving.
2. Product & solutions focus for engineering.

5

Build the ability to present,
convince one’s knowledge

1. Critical thinking & extempore speaking simulator & trainer
2. Building the disposition for asking questions.

6

Build self-esteem, self-worth
& employability skills

1. AI-based Interview & Viva-Voce Simulator for Engineering
2. Professional Interview Trainer & Guide's advice for industry wisdom

7

Build passion & aptitude for
entrepreneurship / start-up

1. Getting ideas problem finding and evaluating.
2. Building the disposition for innovation & start-up.

8

Build graduate attributes &
social responsibility

1. Graduate attributes & purposeful practice of one’s profession.
2. What are the things a 21-year old person is expected to do?

Summaries of a Few ITI i-Max Modules: (Categorised List on Page 8 - Page 17)

Module

"Why Your Branch of Engineering is Inspiring, Futuristic & Rewarding?"

The oldest known definition of engineering belongs to Count
Rumford. In 1799, he defined engineering as “the application of
science to the common purpose of life”. Engineering is the
backbone of social progress & defined the history of humankind.
This module creates interest & pride in students about their branch
of engineering. With inspiring stories, examples, anecdotes &
biographies, this module convinces the student that engineering is
the future, it can’t go out of fashion, and is very rewarding.
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Module

“Customisable Career Builder & Personalised Goal-Setter for Engineering ”
Each student gets about 20 to 50 career options from this
module - based on his/her personality and the branch of
engineering. It provides first-choice careers, second choice,
third choice and the careers that never suit him/her.
This module ensures that the student finds his/her education
meaningful, focuses on studies with interest and looks for ways to
become valuable. The student will develop a keen interest in subjects
that are suited for his/her higher education and career.

World’s first & only customised career builder based on the student’s personality & branch of engineering.

Module

“Smart English through Technology & Science”

No surprise. Almost 97% of students fail to grasp the essence
of engineering subjects. They may recite the formulae and
definitions, but don’t imbibe the concepts that build anything
worthwhile further. The ability to comprehend is the issue.
This module achieves three tasks at the same time: It helps develop
engineering concepts; it builds the personality of a scientific/technical
professional and instils language abilities beyond just grammar &
vocabulary. The result? A self-motivated student who seeks knowledge.
World’s first & only customisable, interactive blended learning language program for engineering students.

Module

“Learning Classic Engineering Concepts from Human Body”
The greatest, classic machine available to each one of us is
our own body. Why not make use of it to learn the concepts of
every branch of engineering? It will be easy to understand and
appreciate. Is it not an inspiring way to learn engineering?
This module make use of the eleven systems that make up the human
body: muscles, bones and joints, the digestive and circulatory
systems, the nervous and endocrine systems, the urinary system, the
respiratory system, the immune system etc. Let’s learn from nature!

World’s first & only learning program that uses the human body to teach concepts of engineering.

Module

“Critical Thinking & Extempore Speaking - Simulator & Trainer”

‘Speaking’ differentiates human beings from animals. ‘Meaningful
& Accountable Speaking’ differentiate professionals from laymen.
‘Extempore, Meaningful, Accountable Speaking ensures
professional acceptance & career success - everywhere.
The most important skill an institution can instil in their students is the
ability to speak well. Why? Speaking is linked to critical thinking.
This is a unique & highly interactive module that has over 300
extempore speaking situations with body-language recording.
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Module

“AI-based Professional Interview Simulator - for All Branches of Engineering”
With Engineering Interview Simulator, students face realistic
interviews well before the real interview. They witness the
consequences of their actions & get reports/action plans. It sets
fire in their bellies, as they realise shortcomings on their own!
It has the world’s largest repository of interview questions in
video format - over 200,000. Students can attempt any number of
professional interviews and every time the interview will be
different.

World’s first & only customisable professional interview simulator for engineering - as per the syllabus.

Module

“Customisable Learning-Style Advisor for Engineering”

A ten-per cent improvement in learning efficiency can make an
average student above average. It enhances the confidence and
perception of education. The higher the learning efficiency, the
less time it takes for learners to achieve competence.
This customisable learning-style advisor for engineering asks each
student to appear for a short test. It provides an output in the form of
recommendations of dos and don’ts and advice on the best way to
approach learning.
World’s first & only customisable learning-style advisor for engineering students.

Module

“Interactive Interview Trainer & Guide's Advice for Industry Wisdom”
Students can learn ‘about’ interviews by reading books or
watching videos - or by the usual soft skill training. However,
students cannot acquire interview skills without ‘undergoing’
the experience of physically participating in interviews.
With Interactive Interview Trainer students can attempt any
number of realistic interviews in a ‘practice environment’, until
they gain the expertise to handle tough interview situations and
confidently command their worth.

World’s first & only interactive interview trainer with infinite practice, best responses & guide’s advices.

Module

“Misconceptions about Engineering, that Every Student Must Know”

When most students join engineering without a core engineering
background, the misconceptions spread faster than truth. Most
people perceive engineers in an entirely one-dimensional way,
associating certain personality traits (or lack thereof) with them.
This interactive module is designed to explain every engineering
students about the misconceptions about the engineering profession. It
helps the student to look at the profession in a unique way so that
he/she will find it inspiring & will inspire many other people.
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Module

"Critical & Creative Thinking for All Branches of Engineering."
Rote-learning or mugging-up lost its value because Google
search can give any data to anyone. The successful engineers
are those who know how to gather the right data and perform
critical and creative thinking to develop innovative solutions.
This interactive module helps students think broadly and deeply
using engineering skills, behaviours and dispositions such as
reason, logic, resourcefulness, imagination and innovation in all
learning areas in the college and their professional lives.

World’s first & only learning program for critical & creative thinking for all branches of engineering.

Module

“GATE Level Technical Competency Tests”

Engineers are expected to demonstrate technical competencies
because these competencies describe the application of
knowledge/skills needed to perform effectively in a specific job.
Graduate Aptitude Test in Engineering is a test of that category.
With this module, students can attempt GATE level competency
tests any number of times. These are closely aligned with the
knowledge and skills or “know-how” needed for successful
performance in a research establishment or industry.
GATE level mini-competency tests for all branches of engineering.

Module

“Critical Thinking & Building Disposition for Asking Questions.”
Information is the response to the question asked. Successful
engineers ask better questions, and as a result, they get better
answers and have better information for professional use. It is
crucial to building the ability to ask better questions.
This interactive module is all about building critical thinking
abilities to ask the right, incisive questions. These questions give
the student more insights, data, & information that the student
did not have before and embolden the student to face life.

World’s first & only interactive program for training students how to ask questions using critical thinking.

Module

“Linking Engineering Principles to the Things Around You”

Many students complain that the engineering syllabus is theory
intensive and they can’t link to practical applications. The reality
is that we live in the middle of practical applications, and we must
look at them to understand the hidden engineering principle in it.
Engineering education becomes interesting and meaningful when we
look at everyday things around us. We find that we can easily acquire
knowledge of object properties, relationships between objects, how
to achieve modifications, and how things are constructed.
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Module

"Getting Ideas, Problem Finding & Evalauting for Entrepreneurship & Start-Up"
Common people complain that the country is full of problems.
However, our engineering graduates do not find any problem
that can be linked to their branch of engineering. At the same
time, their counterparts in other countries are good at it. Why?
This module helps the student look for problems and notice them.
And, clearly identify the root cause of the problem so that they
can develop a detailed problem statement that can lead to
identification of paths for finding a suitable solution.

World’s first & only learning program for helping engineering students get ideas for start-up.

Module

"What are the Things a 21-year old Person is Expected to Do?"

Even if one’s parents are richest in the world and he/she can
afford anything and everything, there are certain qualities one
must acquire so that you evolve to be a good human being who is
valuable to oneself, the society and the country.
This interactive module builds the key skills founded on humility
and grit that leads to becoming valuable, applying ethics and
remaining relevant. This module inspires the students to realise the
value of twenties and the responsibility associated with that.
World’s first & only interactive program to help twenty-one year olds to prepare for professional life.

Module

“Personal Bookshelf: Simplified Summaries for Ideational Extra-Reading”
Engineering is an action subject. Good action calls for a lot of
critical thinking & analysis. It is necessary to read beyond the
syllabus so the students can evaluate arguments & express
themselves better in learning and in professional life.
In this module, the students can access summaries of over
hundred books handpicked by practicing professionals. These
books have been simplified for easy and quick reading. The
students develop insights to be innovative and productive.

And More... Interactive/Customisable Proprietary Learning Tools & Tests:
Engineering Habits of Mind / Causes-Effects for Engineering / Viva-Voce Simulaor / Engineering
Judgment / Life-long Learning / Trobule-Shooting Aptitude / Diagramatic Thinking / Decision
Making / Verbal Reasoning / Logical Reasoning / Numerical Reasoning / Mental Agility / SelfConfidence for Starting-Up / The Art of the Start / Taking Risks / Innovation Lessons from Our
Ancestors / Design Under Constraints / Environment & Sustainability / Twenty-First Century Skills
/ Engineering Ethics / Graduate Attributes / Theory of Inventive Problem Solving / Reverse
Engineering / Appropraite Technology / Design Under Constraints / System Thinking / Innovation
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Appendix: 3
How Modern was
Ancient Indian
Educational System?
How to Replicate It?
Centuries before western educationalists and psychologists listed out various
learning theories, those were already in practice in ancient Indian educational
system. And, that was the success of it. The following are a summary of examples and
how they are implemented in ITI i-Max modules for engineering.

1.

Bloom’s Taxonomy
the Ancient Indian Educational System

Bloom’s Taxonomy was created in 1956 to promote higher forms of thinking in education,
rather than just remembering facts (Page 20 to 23). However, they are very similar to the
FOUR key processes of ancient Indian educational system:

The Four Key Processes of Knowledge Acquisition
Sravana - Means listen (not just hear) and understand. Sravana is active listening for the truth.
Knowledge is technically called "Sruti" or what the mind listened, and not what is seen in text that is
easily visible ("Smruti"). This is similar to “remember” and “understand” levels of Bloom’s Taxonomy.
Mañana- Implies that the student has to think out (reflect) for
himself/herself the meaning of the lessons imparted to him orally by
his teacher so that they may assimilate them fully (“application” in
Bloom’s Taxonomy). It is discussing the truth of opinions, where the
teacher raises the questions, students will answer & the points will be
discussed in a group for “analysis” as in Bloom’s Taxonomy.

Create

sāksātkāra

Evaluate

Nidhyaasana

Nidhyaasana & Saksatkara - It is the complete comprehension
(”evaluation”) of the truth so that the student may live the truth
(“synthesis - creation” as in Bloom’s Taxonomy) for the benefit of
the humanity. This is the method especially for highly intelligent
students in every domain areas for Design, Analysis, System
thinking, and Modelling.

Understand

Analyse

Manana

Apply

Sravana

Remember

Bloom’s
Taxonomy

Ancient Indian
System

Mundaka Upanishad & Bloom’s Higher Order Thinking (HOT) & Lower Order Thinking (LOT)
Mundaka Upanishad is a Mukhya (primary) Upanishad. It is listed as number 5 in the Muktika canon of
108 Upanishads. As in Bloom's taxonomy, it defines the science of "Higher Knowledge" and "Lower
Knowledge" and encourages students to attain “Higher Knowledge”.
Sloka 1-1-4: To him he said, ‘"There are two kinds of knowledge to be acquired – the higher and the lower"; this
is what, as tradition runs, the knowers of the import of the Vedas say.’
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Sloka 1-1-5: Of these, the lower comprises the Rig-Veda, Yajur-Veda, Sama-Veda, Atharva-Veda, the science of
pronunciation etc., the code of rituals, grammar, etymology, metre and astrology. Then there is the higher (knowledge)
by which is attained that Imperishable.
Sloka 1-1-6: (By the higher knowledge) the wise realize
everywhere that which cannot be perceived and grasped,
which is without source, features, ……, which is eternal,
multiformed, all-pervasive, extremely subtle, and
undiminishing and which is the source of all.
Mundaka Upanishad also refers to various dimensions of
knowledge including conceptual, procedural and
meta-cognitive.
All ITI i-Max modules have been designed to help the learner to raise the levels of cognitive complexity. For
examples modules like: 1. "Smart English through Technology & Science" 2. “AI-based professional engineering
interview/viva-voce simulator” 3. “Linking Engineering Theories to the Things Around you.” 4. Product & Process
Solutions for Engineering, 5. Situational judgment, and more.

2.

Cognitive Constructivism
Experiential Learning
the Ancient Indian Educational System

Constructivism says each learner constructs his/her own knowledge - that is, learners don’t just
passively absorb the information available to them. Even though cognitive constructivism is
attributed to Jean Piaget, all key aspects of this modern learning theory were embedded in the
ancient Indian educational system.
Cognitive constructivism emphasizes that learning is an active process. It should be whole,
authentic, & real. There is less emphasis on direct instruction and more emphasis is on learning in a
meaningful context; therefore, the new knowledge is built on prior knowledge.
For example, in Chandogya Upanishad, in a teaching situation, we see
Uddataka Aruni effectively implements the most advanced educational
principles such as a) maximum participation of the learner b)
usage of deductive method and c) use of proper teaching aids.
In a nutshell, the spirit of enquiry, that was employed in Upanishads,
has led the ancient sages to question experience, to question the
environing world, to fearlessly question their gods and the
tenants of their traditional faiths.
No wonder the ancient Indian educational system demonstrates
all essential factors of cognitive constructivism & experiential
learning: a) learning used to take place in authentic and real-world
environments; b) content and skills were made relevant to the
student; c) content and skills were understood within the framework
of the students’ prior knowledge; d) students were encouraged to
become self-regulatory, self-mediated, and self-aware; e) teachers
served primarily as guides and facilitators of learning, not
instructors; f) teachers always provided for and encouraged multiple
perspectives and representations of content.

ITI i-Max modules are designed to make learning an active process and not a passive activity. ITI i-Max engages
multiple senses at the same time. They help learners construct their own positive knowledge about their
specialised area of engineering and the stories associated with it.
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3.

California Critical Thinking Disposition Inventory
the Ancient Indian Educational System

Critical thinking is not a western concept. It was one of the foundations on which the ancient Indian
educational system was built. For example, it was through critical thinking that Sri Ramanuja & Sri
Madhvacharya differed from their teachers on the interpretation of the Brahmasutra composed by Sri
Shankara and later came out with their own interpretation of the Brahmasutra.
Critical thinking is frequently referred to as the individuals’ cognitive ability to think and make correct
decisions independently and utilizing rational/logical thought. Ancient India thrived on this concept.

Critical Thinking in Bhagavat Gita
In the last chapter of Bhagavat Gita, just after the conclusion of Geetopadesh, Lord Krishna clearly
tells Arjuna that he need not blindly believe the Geetopadesh. He asks Arjuna to perform his own
Critical Thinking and make his own decision.

(Bhagavat Gita 63, Chapter 18)

(Lord Krishna: “Thus I have explained to you the most confidential of all knowledge.
Critically think about this fully, and then do what you wish to do.”)
This is an exemplary example of God himself asking a human being (Arjuna) to examine His own
advice and make independent decision critically. This is the ultimate proof of the value and respect
given to an individual’s Critical Thinking abilities in Ancient India.
No wonder critical thinking is the most sought after skill in the engineering industry. When we pay
for an innovative product/feature, we are paying the person who did critical thinking and invented
that product/feature. California Critical Thinking Disposition Inventory (CCTDI) is the word’s premier
metrics for critical thinking. It includes seven sub-scales: “Inquisitiveness”, “Systematicity”, “Analyticity”,
“Truthseeking”, “Open-mindedness”, “Self-confidence”, and “Maturity”.

Critical Thinking in Upanishads
The same is the key points stressed by every Upanishad,
and these were the foundations of the ancient Indian
educational system. Specifically, “Analyticity” and
“Systematicity” are the cognitive components of Critical
Thinking dispositions which are culture-sensitive.
“Inquisitiveness”, “Truth-seeking” and “Open-mindedness” are
the motivation components of Critical Thinking dispositions.
“The spirit of inquiry” is found in Katha Upanishad in
Nachiketa’s communion with Yama, the lord of death, about
the secret of life. Critical thinking ability is significantly
correlated with motivation for learning.
“Self-confidence” & “Maturity” are the personality components
of Critical Thinking dispositions. The self-confidence scale
measures the trust one places in one’s own reasoning processes.
The maturity scale targets the disposition to be judicious in
one’s decision-making, and thus require self-reflection, which
develops gradually from adolescence to adulthood.
ITI i-Max modules give paramount importance to the critical and creative thinking of the learners as the country’s
future lies there. In some modules it is visible. For example, Critical & Creative thinking for your branch of
engineering. (There are different modules for each branch.), Critical thinking dispositions, Critical thinking and
asking questions etc. In other modules, it is the underlying thread.
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4.

William G Perry’s Scheme
the Ancient Indian Educational System

Many centuries before Socrates emphasised the value of questions in education, asking questions
were the foundation of the ancient Indian educational system. The fourth Upanishad of 108
Upanishads is Prashna (Question) Upanishad. It concretised the crucial position of questions in learning. It
is notable for its structure and sociological insights into the education process in ancient India.
The ancient Indian educational system followed the axiom that “Knowledge is having the right answer,
and intelligence is asking the right question.” The Prashna Upanishad contains six Prashna in each chapter,
and proceed with detailed discussion on the prashna and of answers. The chapters end with the phrase,
prasnaprativakanam, which literally means, "thus ends the answer to the question".
Prashna Upanishad begins with the verses (on
the right) that describe students who arrive at a
school of Pippalada, a world-famous scholar,
seeking knowledge about Brahman (Ultimate
Reality, Universal Soul). They ask sage
Pippalada to explain this knowledge. Sage
Pippalada does not start providing answers. His
response is given in the verse as follows:

(Prashna Upanishad 1.2)

To them then the Sage said:
Dwell with me a year, with Tapas, with Brahmacharya, with Sraddha,
Then ask what questions you will,
If we know, we will tell you all.
The interesting part of the answer is the explicit admission by the Sage
with "if we know". The world-famous scholar admits that not all
questions will have answers, and can’t expect all answers from a
teacher. (This is a clear demonstration of Position 5 (Multiplicity) of
William G. Perry’s scheme - explained below*.)
This also reflects the belief that a student's nature & mind must first show
a commitment, and aspiration before knowledge is shared. The method
followed is that it is for the student to ask questions and then receive the
answer. It reflects an interactive style where the student has worked
out the question for himself before he is provided with an answer.

After Twenty-Five Centuries, there is a Perry’s Scheme at Harvard
William G.Perry was Professor of Education at Harvard. While at Harvard, he developed his theory of the
intellectual and cognitive development of college-age students through a 15-year study during the 1950s
and 1960s. He published his work in 1970 as Forms of Intellectual and Ethical Development in the College
Years. His work was very influential in the field of student development. (Details are on the website)
(* A brief note on William G Perry’s Position 5 - Multiplicity: The world, knowledge, and morality are
accepted as relativistic in the sense that truth is seen as relative to a frame of reference rather than
absolute. Learners recognise that things can only be said to be right or wrong within a specific context.
Teachers are seen as expert guides or consultants rather than as authority figures who impart “the
truth”. Peers are accepted as legitimate sources of learning. This description exactly matches the
educational ecosystem of ancient India.)
ITI i-Max modules are designed with the clear observation that most students remain in the position 1 on Perry’s
scale and it is necessary to reach 4 or 5 to develop the wisdom to become a smart professional.
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5.

Extempore Speaking/Questioning (Debating)
the Ancient Indian Educational System

In 1948, ABET (then, Engineer’s Council for Professional Development) published a book
underlying the importance of speaking. It emphasises the role of oral language in building
critical thinking and in the development of scientific and engineering concepts.
Many centuries before ABET stressed the value of oral language in the learning process, ancient
Indian education system understood its power.
Why did the Ancient Indian Educational System Employ
Extempore Speaking for Knowledge Delivery?
ABET’s 1948
book stresses
the crucial
need for
engineers to
speak.

1. It builds higher command on one’s knowledge –
Debates put participants in maximum alert - the zenith of
their preparedness to absorb maximum knowledge.
2. It Intensifies learning - As questions can originate
from anywhere, any time, learning becomes intense.
3. It builds confidence – Belief in themselves and their
abilities, and the desire to participate in more sessions.
4. It builds curiosity – It necessitates the discovery of new
knowledge through effective tools.
5. It automates critical thinking – The secret is that
knowledge is shaped at the point of utterance.
6. It enhances comprehension – It becomes mandatory to
comprehend the question as and when it is delivered.
7. It Enhances Self- Control – Responding meaningfully
on the spot is the ultimate in communication.
8. It develops Creativity & Innovation: Students look for
new ways to prove a point.
9. It Builds Camaraderie: Meet like-minded peers and
build healthy bonds of competition - for mutual progress.
10. It Develops Leadership: Self-motivation/the ability to
delegate assignments and manage peers.

Ignoring oral language, or equating the spoken word
to the written one, shortcharges a key development
process of Indian students. And, it is visible.

“Man does not speak because he
thinks; he thinks because he
speaks. Or rather, speaking is no
different than thinking: to speak
is to think.”
—Octavio Paz,(1914-1998).
Mexican writer and Nobel Prize
Winner

ITI i-Max is based on the principle
that “speaking for thinking” should
be practiced and taught in every
subject at every level of education.
ITI i-Max modules encourage
extempore speaking in every branch
of engineering as extempore speaking
is directly linked to critical thinking.
Example modules include: AI-based
professional interview/viva-voce
simulator, Critical thinking and
extempore speaking simulator,
Professional interview trainer etc.
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Appendix: 4
ITI i-Max: Benefits to the Max!
For Students
It sets fire in their bellies - a transformation that is difficult for parents/teachers to
induce: ITI i-Max help students face the current reality - where do they 'really' stand
in technical/intellectual/personality ratings. Most importantly, they can test themselves in private!
It helps build fundamental concepts, create interest & generate hope: Students develop
the ability to absorb key concepts and ideas from quality sources. This leads to the clear
understanding of the value of engineering and technology.
It encourages in-depth preparation: The unique anxiety associated with both impromptu
speaking and testing provide a powerful impetus for student preparation, especially because good
oral examination questions will centre on synthesis and overall evaluation of subject.
It builds technical/professional competence as per Washington Accord/ABET: Professional
competence is a mix of hard and soft skills. ITI i-Max ensures that the hard skills and soft
skills are built and tested simultaneously as in developed countries. ‘Only Written” examinations
And “Only Reading” can’t get the accreditation as per the Washington Accord.
It drives valuable practice for future professional activity/employability: Whether they
apply for higher education or try the job market, most students will find their futures heavily
influenced by brief, stress-filled oral interviews for which they have received little preparation.
ITI i-Max can help students to develop the necessary ability to remain collected while cogently
answering difficult questions.

For Teachers
Students feel the accountability & undertakes the onus of learning: Students realise the
need of active preparations using many other sources. They engage more in learning.
Teachers’ efforts become more visible, & understood. Teachers command more respect:
ITI i-Max activities are archived, and comments & feedbacks are accounted.
Teachers can plan activities better and execute the plans: As the participation &
engagement of the students improve, classes become more productive and efficient.

For the Institution
Raising the quality & reputation bar: ITI i-Max is based on latest learning theories &
frameworks. Usage of this increases the quality of not only the students but also the faculty.
Higher placements & happy, proud alumni network: ITI i-Max dissimilates the kind of
knowledge that is not practically available for professional colleges.
Real value for money. Financial savings for many years: ITI i-Max is available with No
recurring costs irrespective of the number of students & branches of engineering.

For the Society & Country
Engineering will regain as a respectable career choice of the young: In reality Engineering
is directly linked to social progress and need. In a developing country it has endless demand.
Country will get engineering innovators, entrepreneurs & leaders: As ‘necessity is the
mother of invention’, ITI i-Max helps students link necessities, social issues & technology.
Less imports and more employment: More engineering skills directly lead to reverse
engineering and import substitution.
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This study was possible only by travelling about 24700 kilometres visiting about 246 engineering
institutions across India - from Government Engineering College, Bhuj, Gujarat in the West, to Dibrugarh
University Institute Of Engineering And Technology, Assam in the East, and from Jawaharlal Nehru
Government Engineering College, Sundernagar, Himachal Pradesh in the North, to Marian College of
Engineering & Technology, Kanyakumari, Tamil Nadu, in the South.*
In the process, we interacted with over 37,000 individuals. Not everyone were engineering students even
though they constituted the maximum number - about 16,700. Faculty members, academic visionaries,
trustees/owners of engineering colleges (1849 of them) provided substantial contribution for this study.
Although the numbers are relatively less, the maximum time we invested was with the group of
stakeholders who had the severest concern about the engineering education of India: They are the parents
of engineering students. We had heart-to-heart interactions with almost every one of those 2476 parents.
However many actionable comments came from Training and Placement Officers (202), Professional
interviewers (305), Engineering executives (354), HR executives (130), Small industry owners manufacturing (214), Software entrepreneurs (154), Civil engineering contractors (47), Shop-floor workers
(65), Senior corporate executives like Vice-Presidents, CEOs, MDs (72), Government employees (34),
Politicians (9), Social workers (89), Journalists (23), Electronic/Mechanical DIY suppliers (7) etc..
As we were determined to make our study meaningful and actionable, we decided to speak to other
sections of the stakeholders, who had been interacting with many many generations of engineering
students in various capacities: they are Lab attendants (202), Library attendants (129), Xerox shop owners
(78), Hostel attendants (97), Book shop owners (56), Used book shop owners (130), Hotel/mess operators
near engineering colleges (46), Engineering tuition teachers (145), Mathematics tuition teachers for
engineering (87), GATE examination faculty members (34), Ready-made student project-work suppliers
(27), Higher-education consultants (62), Middle-east employment consultants (28), Immigration
consultants (18), Civil service training centre faculty members (24), Bank managers (16), Educational
consultants (34), Career counsellors (13), Doctors near engineering colleges (23), Private hostel owners
(42), Legal professionals (18), and Police officials (8). No surprise, most of them had their own experiences
to share, shortcomings to point out, inferences to make and valuable points to suggest..

Most of these data were collected by in-person interviews - face to face (82%), or through Zoom/Google
Meet. as it is the most effective way of gaining trust and cooperation to elicit the most-truthful insights..
* The percentage points indicated in the previous pages are statistically
derived from the pan-India data collected from over 37000 participants and
they don’t represent the data from any of these four institutions alone.

ITI i-Max: India to the Max!
Indian Students Come from Unique Backgrounds.
The Challenges they Face are Distinctively Different.
Therefore, We Need India-Specific Approaches & Tools
to Ensure Atmanirbhar Bharat - Based on NEP 2020
● ITI i-Max is based on 8-year research by a team of over
150 professionals involving over 37,000 stakeholders
● 100+ unique learning modules specifically designed
considering the crucial, exact needs of Indian students
● It is based on latest in learning theories and advanced
technologies - as India needs to accelerate its growth
● It ensures learner-engagement to build cutting edge
skills to succeed in an ever changing uncertain world
● The key learning innovations include many world’s
firsts (for details go to page 8 to 17) created for India
● ITI i-Max addresses the current imperatives of the
youth, the society, the economy & future of the country

ITI i-Max: For 24 Branches of Engineering & Technology
1. Mechanical Engineering
2. Production Engineering
3. Instrumentation & Control Engineering
4. Electrical & Electronics Engineering
5. Chemical Engineering
6. Electronics & Telecommunication Engineering
7. Environmental Engineering
8. Automobile Engineering
9. Civil Engineering
10. Information Technology
11. Plastics Engineering
12. Mining Engineering

13. Architecture
14. Electrical Engineering
15. Computer Engineering
16. Petroleum Engineering
17. Polymer Technology
18. Textile Technology
19. Industrial Engineering
20. Fashion Technology
21. Electronics Engineering
22. Petrochemical Engineering
23. Textile Production Engineering
24. Metallurgy & Material Science

ITI i-Max is in line with NEP 2020, the syllabus of all majour univeristies, and autonomous institutions.
ITI Limited
Dy General Manager (Marketing)
ITI Ltd, Kanjikkode West,
Palakkad –678623, Kerala
Ph 0491-2566016 Mob:8078535507
email : mkt_pkd@itiltd.co.in
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